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Abstract:
Brisbane North Institute of TAFE (BNIT) is currently trialling Desire2Learn’s ePortfolio software to test the implementation of BNIT’s E-portfolio and RPL Implementation Model. The model is specific to the IT industry but is transferable to other vocational training areas and the wider national training system.

In September 2008 the Australian Flexible Learning Framework’s E-portfolios Business Activity sponsored BNIT to take part in the BNIT Recognition of Prior Learning Support Systems Trial to evaluate use of an e-portfolio tool that could support the RPL process. A request for Information from BNIT to ePortfolio vendors centred around four key areas:

· learner support processes
· access
· learner options
· portability

Following discussions and presentations, Desire2Learn was chosen as the successful vendor. Desire2Learn was also chosen for its ability to meet BNIT’s technology integration and customisation requirements. From the user’s perspective, Desire2Learn supports the RPL process via forms with which candidates can upload artefacts of evidence; tag, sort and search information; and create presentations for reflection and review for a variety of audiences and purposes.

A focus of the implementation model is to simultaneously tackle industry skills shortages and encourage existing workers to apply for RPL for unrecognised skills leading to both individual and organisational promotion opportunities. BNIT is currently working with Mincom and Education Queensland to finalise the RPL process using Desire2Learn with the aim to develop case studies of candidates’ experiences. BNIT is also seeking links with community services areas such as child care industry where child development portfolios are already prevalent.
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Portfolios have long been a part of learning, teaching and professional practice; therefore, why use ePortfolios and do Web 2.0 tools have to offer?
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Abstract:
This paper will showcase what was, at the time, effective practice, whereby Foundation students at Dubai Men's College (DMC) developed a Career ePortfolio as part of an integrated Computer, Research Skills and Projects Course. Some students were able to use their ePortfolio to obtain summer jobs and work placement, and reflective practice was encouraged through discussion, use of rubrics, and peer feedback. However, the ePortfolios were not interactive or easily portable, and the final artefact was produced for assessment.

Several benefits beyond the 'static' ePortfolio utilised at DMC have been identified, in particular around those created with Web 2.0 social software. Key positive outcomes indicated in recent research studies include increased and improved reflective practice, enhancement in the quality of final artefact (partly facilitated by multimedia and mobility), a clear authentic purpose, and a greater sense of audience. The audience is often interactive thereby helping to shift the locus of power from the teacher as ‘knower’.

Designed around experiences at DMC and the benefits mentioned, pre-pilot initiatives were undertaken at Unitec NZ in 2008, and a larger-scale pilot is planned for 2009. Underpinning these initiatives are a range of issues around assessment practices, Web 2.0 tools, professional development, and ethical considerations. This session will describe developments at Unitec NZ, as well as soliciting feedback, input and discussion from the audience around these and other associated aspects of ePortfolios.
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QUT Professional Staff ePortfolio – an implementation for professional development
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Abstract:
At Queensland University of Technology (QUT), ePortfolio has been an important initiative for more than five years. Beginning as a project to develop a tool for students, much discussion emerged at QUT on the way forward with staff ePortfolio tools as Student ePortfolio use became more prolific.

In 2007 the Division of Administrative Services and the Division of Technology, Information and Learning Support were seeking ways to support Professional Staff within the Divisions to more effectively progress in their careers at QUT. The Division wished for staff to be able to be better equipped for performance review, goal setting and planning, and the recruitment process. With more than four years experience with a tool which was designed to assist in such undertakings, QUT was well positioned to develop a new ePortfolio tool. With these needs as a driver, the Professional Staff ePortfolio (PSeP) project was established. The PSeP tool used principles from SeP of structure and design, but incorporated a new skills framework aligned with QUT’s staff capabilities. The pilot involved release of the tool to staff in both Divisions with workshops for a cohort of staff who nominated for the pilot.

As this project was emerging, the Department of Information Technology Services (ITS) and Department of Integrated Help Services (IHS), in the lead up to a significant change process became aware that they could make some significant improvements to retention and progression of staff by developing a People Capability Framework (PCF) (QUT, 2008). PSeP was the obvious vehicle through which staff and supervisors could collect, share and collaborate with regard to evidence of skills and skill development.

This session will describe the emergence of the Professional Staff ePortfolio, pilot outcomes and future developments.
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